
3. An example of an essay with proper usage of words and pattern 

Some people prefer to plan activities for their free time very carefully. Others choose not to make any 

plans at all for their free time. Compare the benefits of planning free-time activities with the benefits of 

not making plans. Which do you prefer?  

(General Line\ definition) When people, having completed the works they are entrusted with, get in the 

time where no work is left over is called free time. (Topic line\ paraphrase) Majority prefer to plan 

activities for their free time carefully. (Personal line\ indirect viewpoint) However, minority likes not to 

make any plans. In this essay, I will analyze both cases and present my view in favour of planning free-time 

activities. 

(Intro word) On the one side, (Intro line) careful planning can bring many benefits. (Connective word to 

start point) Firstly, one can travel and travelling requires some planning for the making quality time over 

the destination one is visiting. (Connective word for example) For example, one most likely will need a 

hotel room, transportation and a restaurant to eat. (Connective word for relation) Thus, the reservation 

should be made beforehand to avoid any kind of inconvenience. (Connective word)Secondly, planning 

activities allows a person to spend free time according to his or her likes. (Connective word for 

example)For instance, if a person wants to play tennis on incoming week-end, he will certainly make sure 

to get court (Connective word for reason)because in this case he will not be disappointed with the waste 

of his time 

 

(Intro word) Nevertheless,  (Intro line) not making any plans and just letting the time pass by has some 

benefits too. (Connective word for point) Like, a person can just relax or enjoy the beautiful moments by 

spending his or her time with loved ones. (Connective word for point)Moreover, one can contemplate 

about his or her life to slow down the pace of life. (Connective word for second reason and same 

point)Even, it is believed that it is a very good way to eliminate one's stress and tension and just leave all 

troubles and worries behind. 

 

To sum up, (Opinion) Personally, I believe planning for my free time (Reason) because it gives me several 

ways to spend my vacation or weekends the way I want it. (Suggestion) Above all, I think that people 

should plan cautiously to derive huge benefits from their free time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


